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COVERS OF DEHN FILLINGS ON
ONCE-PUNCTURED TORUS BUNDLES

MARK D. BAKER

(Communicated by Frederick R. Cohen)

Abstract. Let M be a compact, orientable 3-manifold that fibers over S1

with fiber a once-punctured torus, T0 , and characteristic homeomorphism

h : T0 —► 7"o . We prove that for certain characteristic homeomorphisms, most

Dehn fillings on M yield manifolds with virturally Z-representable fundamen-

tal groups.

1. Introduction and statement of results

Let M be a compact, orientable 3-manifold that fibers over S with fiber a

once-punctured torus, T0 , and characteristic homeomorphism h : T0 —► TQ . In

this paper we investigate the manifolds obtained from M by Dehn filling—

attaching a solid torus to the torus boundary of M to obtain a closed 3-

manifold. We prove that for certain characteristic homeomorphisms, most

Dehn fillings on M yield manifolds with virtually Z-representable fundamental

groups.

Let Dx (resp. D ) denote the left-handed Dehn twist about the curve x

(resp. curve v ) in TQ (see Figure 1). Then any orientation preserving homeo-

morphism

h: T0 —> T0 can be represented up to isotopy by a composition of the Dehn

twists Dx and D . We prove:
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Theorem. Let M be a once-punctured torus bundle over S1 with characteris-

tic homeomorphism h  of the form Dr' o Ds' o • • • o D[k o Z)**  and let m =
x y x y

g.c.d.(rx , ... ,rk), n = g.c.d.(sx.sk). Then

(a) If m > 2, n>2, mn > 8 but mn ^ 9, then all Dehn fillings on M of the
form (ß, X), \X\ ̂  1 yield manifolds with virtually Z-representable fundamental

groups.

(b) If m > 2, « > 2 and mn = 6 or 9, then all Dehn fillings on M of the
form (p, X) with \X\ / 1 or 2 yield manifolds with virtually Z-representable

fundamental groups.

Remarks. 1. The (0,1) filling on any punctured surface bundle over 5 yields

a manifold with positive first Betti number. Hence the cases not covered by our

theorem are (p , X) = (n , 1), n ^ 0, as well as (ß, X) = (n , 2), n ^ 0 in part

(b).
2. Other results on the virtual Z-representability of 3-manifold groups can

be found in [B , ], [B 2 ], [H , ], [H 2 ], and [M].

Dehn filling on hyperbolic torus bundles gave the first example of hyper-

bolic non-Haken 3-manifolds. Indeed, it follows from [F, H], [C, J, R] and [T]

that all but finitely many Dehn fillings on hyperbolic once-punctured torus bun-

dles yield manifolds that are hyperbolic but contain no incompressible surfaces.

However for the hyperbolic torus bundles in our theorem, most Dehn fillings

yield manifolds that are virturally Haken.

2. Definitions and outline of proof

Relevant background material on torus bundles and Dehn twist homeomor-

phisms can be found in [H 2 ] and [R].

By Dehn filling on a 3-manifold M with respect to a simple loop in a bound-

ary torus we mean attaching a solid torus to dM so that this loop bounds a

meridional disk in the solid torus.

We say that M has a virtually Z-representable fundamental group if nx(M)

contains a finite index subgroup that maps epimorphically to Z, or equivalently

if there is a finite cover M —► M with rank 77, (M) > 1. In particular, if M

is compact, orientable and irreducible, then the virtual Z-representability of

nx(M) implies that the above cover M is a Haken manifold.

Now let M be a once-punctured torus bundle with characteristic homeomor-

phism h: TQ —* T0 which is the identity on dT0. Choose a base point b0 in

dT0 and consider the loops a = b0 x [0,1]/ ~ and ß = dT0 in dM (see Figure

1). Denote by M(ß ,X) the manifold obtained from Dehn filling on M with

respect to the loop a? ß   in dM.

For a torus bundle, M, with characteristic homeomorphism, h , and Dehn

filling parameters (ß , X) as in the theorem, we prove our result by constructing

a finite cover M —► M with the following two properties:

(i)   The cover M —► M extends to a cover N —► M(ß , X) by Dehn filling

on M and on M.
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(ii)    RankHX(M) > number of components of dM.

Property (ii) guarantees that any manifold obtained by Dehn filling on M

(hence TV ) has positive first Betti number. Hence M(ß, X) has virtually Z-

representable fundamental group.

The cover M is gotten by constructing a cover n: F —► T0 to which h lifts

to h: F —► F . Then the mapping torus, M, of the pair (F ,h) is the desired

cover of M.

3. Proof of case (a) of theorem

Recall that the characteristic homeomorphism, h, of M is of the form

Dx oDy o- ■ oDrxk oDsyk where g.c.d.(rx , ... ,rk) = m and g.c.d.(sx, ... ,sk) = n.

We can assume that m > 2 and n > 4. Denote by n : S —► T0 the m«-fold

cover corresponding to the kernel of the map 6: nx(T0) = ZxZ^Z/mxZ/n

where 6([x]) = (1,0) and 6([y]) = (0,1). S is a torus with mn punctures,

{/?;}, pictured in Figure 2.
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Figure 2

Lemma 3.1. The homeomorphism h: Tn T0 lifts to a homeomorphism g:

Proof. The loop x (resp. y ) in T0 lifts to n loops xx, ... ,xn (resp. m loops

yx , ... ,ym) in S that project m to 1 onto x (resp. n to 1 onto y ). Since

m\ri and n\s¡, the Dehn twists Dx lift to Dehn twists about the lifts, {x(} ,

of x and the Dehn twists D* lift to Dehn twists about the lifts, {y¡} , of y .

Hence h lifts to a homeomorphism g : S —► 5.    ■

We begin with the ( 1,0) Dehn filling on M—the case X = 0. Let M

denote the mapping torus of (S, g). By construction, the "meridian" loop

a = b0 x [0,1]/ ~ in dM lifts to mn loops à, , .

loops ä(, ßi lie on the i th boundary torus of M (cf. Figure 2)

àm —indexed so that the
mn
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Lemma 3.2. The cover M -> M extends to a cover N -+ M (1,0) by Dehn

filling on M and M with respect to the curves {à;} in dM and a in dM.

Lemma 3.3.  Rank 77, (N) > 1.

Proof. There are relations in HX(M) between the lifts {à(} of a. For example

[à2] - [à,] = [âm+2] - [àm+1] • Thus Dehn filling with respect to the loops {a(}

yields a manifold N with positive first Betti number. Indeed, one computes

[à •] — [<*,-] as follows. Let <t. be a simple path in S from the point bi = à/n.S

to the point 6y = a; n S(bi e ßt is the lift of the basepoint b0 e ß in T0).

Then the disk ct.. x 7 c S x I provides the relation [a ] - [à.] = [g(ot..) * ctJ1]

in 77, (M), where * denotes composition of paths.

Now cr,2 and am+x m+2 can be chosen so that they both intersect the Dehn

twist curve y2 exactly once and have zero intersection with all other Dehn

twist curves xi, yi of the homeomorphism g : S -* S . Thus it follows that

(g(on) * (T"1] = [g(om+x m+2) * o~m\x m+2] in HX(M).    U

Now consider the (p, X) Dehn filling on M where \X\ = d >2. We construct

the desired cover n: F —► T0 by gluing together d copies of the surface 51 along

certain cuts. Let Sx , ... ,Sd be copies of S and make four vertical cuts {t.}

on each St as pictured in Figure 3. Glue the left edges of the cuts t, , t3 in

5, to the right edges of the same cuts in Si+X (mod d) and glue the left edges

of the cuts t2 , t4 in S¡ to the right edges of the same cuts in 5(_, (mod d).

Denote this surface by F . F has genus 4d - 3 and dmn -Sd + S punctures.

Then

Figure 3

T0 is a (non-regular) covering, where n\s  is defined to beLemma 3.4.   n : F

*rS(-+T0.
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Lemma 3.5. The homeomorphism h: T0 —► TQ lifts to a homeomorphism h :

F -F.

Proof. F was constructed so that the loop x (resp. y) in T0 lifts to dn loops

x, , ... ,xdn (resp. dm loops y, , ...y¿m) in F which project m to 1 onto

x (resp. n to 1 onto y). Thus the Dehn twists Dx (resp. Z)*') in T0 lift to

Dehn twists about the loops {x¡} (resp. {y,}) in j*. Consequently h lifts to

h:F^F.    U

Denote by M the mapping torus of (F , h). By construction the loops a

and ß in dM lift to loops in the boundary tori of M, so the loop of1 ß lifts

to loops in dM. Choose one lift in each component of dM and label them

Lemma 3.6. The cover M —► M extends to a cover N —> M(p, X) by Dehn

filling on M and M with respect to the curves {c(} in dM and afß   in dM.

Now all that remains to show is

Lemma 3.7.  Rank 77, (TV) > 1.

Proof. As pointed out in section 2, it suffices to show that rank HX(M) >

number of boundary tori of M.

Since M is the mapping torus of (F ,h), we have 77, (M) = Z© Coker

(h\ - Id: HX(F) —► 77,(F)) where the first factor is generated by any loop (e.g.

a lift of a) transverse to F . As rank Coker (ht - Id) is equal to the rank of

the subgroup of 77, (F) fixed by ht and the boundary components of F are

fixed by h , it follows that

rank 77, (M) > number of boundary components of M

since the boundary components of F and M are in 1-1 correspondence and

there is one relation in HX(F) between the components of dF given by the

surface, F.

Thus we need only exhibit one fixed class in HX(F) that is not homologous

to a sum of boundary curves of F. A portion of the surface F is shown in

Figure 4. (Recall the gluing of the surfaces 5( along the cuts {t^}) . The class

[y] + [ö] in HX(F) corresponding to the curves y, 8 is fixed by ht, since y

and S each intersect with opposite orientations the same two Dehn twist curves.

Finally [y] + [a] is not homologous in HX(F) to a sum of boundary curves of

F since y and S have nontrivial intersection with the curves a and p while

all the boundary components of F have null intersection with a and p.    ■

This concludes the proof case (a) of the theorem.

Remark. The above arguments generalize to show that rank HX(N) > [f ][f ].
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4. Proof of Case (b) of theorem

We assume that m = 3 and n = 2. The proof when m = n = 3 is analogous.

The punctured torus ro has a 6-fold cover, S, corresponding to the kernel

of the homomorphism 0: nx(T0) = ZxZ^Z/3x Z/2 where 0([x]) = (1,0)

and 0([y]) = (0,1) (see Figure 5).

The homeomorphism h: T0 —> TQ lifts to a homeomorphism g : S —► S.

Denote by Ai the mapping torus (S, g). As in section 3 we have:

Lemma 4.1. The cover M -> M extends to a cover N —> M (1,0) by Dehn

filling on M with respect to the curve a and on M with respect to the lifts {a¡}

of a in dM.

Lemma 4.2.  Rank 77, (/V) > 1.

Now consider the (p ,X) Dehn filling on M where \X\ — d > 3. We construct

the desired cover F —> T0 by gluing together d copies of S along three vertical

cuts {t^} as pictured in Figure 6. Glue the left edges of the cuts t, and x2 on

S i to the right edges of the same cuts on S¡+x (mod d). Glue the left edge of
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the cut t3 on S¡ to the right edge of the same cut on St_2 (mod d). As before,

call this surface F. The cover F —> T0 is 6d-fold and the homeomorphism

h : T0 —► T0 lifts to a homeomorphism h: F —> F . Let A/" denote the mapping

torus of (F ,h). By construction the loop <//?A in dM lifts to loops in the

boundary tori of M.

O

Ó

o

ó

o

3Ó

?i        vi        y¡        y\

Figure 6

Lemma 4.3. The cover M -+ M extends to a cover N —* M(p, X) by Dehn

filling on M with respect to aMßx and on M with repsect to lifts of c/ ßk in

dM.

Lemma 4.4.  Rank 77, (TV) > 1.

Proof. Consider the curves y and S on F in Figure 7. The class [y] + [S] in

HX(F) is fixed by hm and is not homologous to a sum of boundary curves of

f .   m
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o
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o

o

o
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Figure 7
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